Flavor Burst

™

Frozen Cocktail System

Mix it up... with a Nice Ice™ frozen beverage
system from the Flavor Burst Company!
The revolutionary new FB 2001S system
attaches to most major slush freezers
with an innovative blending mechanism
to inject concentrated flavorings
throughout the finished product. Now
operators can serve 8 or more premium
frozen cocktails from a single mix -- with
no additional blending or portioning!
Enjoy a sensational flavor selection with
premium flavors like Strawberry, Black
Cherry, Mango, Pina Colada, Tropical Orange,
Blue Raspberry, Green Apple, Pineapple... and
more! Instead of adding eight machines to your
floor space or spinning 'til the cows come home,
mix it up... with Flavor Burst™ and Nice Ice.™
After all, it could be your formula for success!

Small System.
Big Profits!

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION ONLY

SEE YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR A PRINTED COPY
OF THIS MATERIAL AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Flavor Burst

Expand these
Taylor ® freezers...

™

Model RD30

Frozen Cocktail System
Flavor Burst™ Specifications
8-Flavor Unit

Nice Ice™ frozen beverage systems are proven
sales builders, and the equipment is easy to install
and operate. The operator first selects the flavor
choice on the electronic keypad. Concentrated
flavors are then injected and blended throughout
the finished product as it is drawn. The flavor
output is adjustable for both flow and taste.
Flavor Burst Company does not produce or
distribute the alcohol for this program -- Nice Ice™
frozen cocktail alcoholic base mixes are produced
from most off-the-shelf branded mixes or house
mixes to suit your tastes. In addition, Flavor Burst
Company now offers neutral base products that
may be mixed with liquor to provide an alcoholic
base for the program. Once the alcoholic base
flavor is established, Nice Ice™ frozen cocktails
incorporate premium Flavor Burst flavors to
expand your flavor selection. This enables the
operator to serve 8 or 9 premium flavors from a
single alcoholic base mix with no additional
blending or portioning!
Flavor Burst™ flavorings are packaged in triplelayer containers for long, stable shelf life that
requires no refrigeration. One gallon of flavoring
yields up to 166 10 oz. servings! New flavors are
simple to insert and lock into place. Choose from
a variety of premium flavors available through your
local distributor to attract a wide variety of
discerning customers!
Each system features easy-to-wipe clean, all
stainless steel cabinetry. With clean and sanitize in
place functions, cleaning requires only a few
minutes a day. Improve your operations and
expand your menu with sensational frozen
cocktails using the smallest space possible. Nice
Ice™ frozen cocktails from the company that
puts flavor first... Flavor Burst.™

4-Flavor Unit
Electrical
Voltage-Cycles

115V-50/60-1
230V-50/60-1
9.5" (24.1 cm)
24.4" (62 cm)
31.5" (80.0 cm)
8 cu. ft. (.2 cu. m.)
105 lbs. (47.6 kgs.)
138 lbs. (62.6 kgs.)

Dimensions
Width
Depth
Height
Total Cubic
Approx. Weights*
Total Net
Total Crated

Model 428
115V-50/60-1
230V-50/60-1
9.5" (24.1 cm)
24.4" (62 cm)
19" (48.1 cm)
7 cu. ft. (.18 cu. m.)

Model 432

90 lbs. (40.8 kgs.)
123 lbs. (55.8 kgs.)

*NOTE: Weights include standard equipment only -- does not include optional accessories or flavorings.

POP 8001
POP 8001D
Model C902
POP 8003

Model 430
POP 8000
POP 8006

POP 8002D
Item #
POP 8000
POP 8001
POP 8001D
POP 8002D
POP 8003
POP 8005
POP 6006

POP 8005

Description
NI Frozen Cocktail Table Tents
NI Frozen Cocktail Lightbox Kit
NI Frozen Cocktail Duratran
NI Frozen Cocktail Taylor 428 Duratran
NI Frozen Cocktail Badges
NI Frozen Cocktail Taylor 432 Duratran
NI Frozen Cocktail Taylor C902 Duratran

... and many other
popular freezers!

~W x H x D
PCS/PKG MSRP
5” x 7” per panel
25
$ 32.00
16" x 20" x 4.75"
1
197.00
16” x 20”
1
75.00
6.1875” x 12.875”
1
56.00
3” round
10
10.00
18.5" x 7"
1
28.00
13.125" x 4.75"
1
18.00

***See your local Flavor Burst distributor for pricing and be sure to check back periodically -- additional advertising materials are on their way!***
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